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Discover proven strategies and tools you can rely on to help 

improve your interventions and keep the focus on what’s really 

important—high levels of learning for all students.
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LEARN MORE   SolutionTree.com/TakingAction

The Path to Greater Student 
Achievement Starts Here
Your Ultimate Guides to PLC & RTI

PLC and RTI are complementary processes dedicated to the same crucial goal: high levels of 
learning for all. Add this must-have duo to your book study lineup for a powerhouse learning 
experience that will transform education in your school or district. 

The powerful third edition of this best-selling action 
guide offers the latest and greatest strategies, tools, 
and tips for building a high-performing PLC at WorkTM.

“Trying to implement RTI without 

creating a school culture and structure 

aligned with PLC practices would be 

like trying to build a house starting 

with the roof—without a proper 

foundation, no structure can stand.”

—Mike Mattos

“Knowing what we know today 

about how to best respond when 

students struggle, there is no 

debate: RTI is the right work.”

—from Taking Action

This comprehensive implementation handbook 
covers every element of what it takes to build a 
successful multitiered system of support. 
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What inspired you to 
write Taking Action?
� is resource ties together all of our previous books 
on RTI. We wanted to create a comprehensive 
implementation guide that covers every element 
of what it takes to build a successful multitiered 
system of support at the site level.   

What challenges will it 
help educators overcome?
It has never been more important for students to 
succeed in school. Because of this, educators today 
face more pressure and responsibility than ever 
before. Taking Action gives educators the tools 
they need to do the right work at a very high level. 
What are the essential actions at each tier? What 
teams need to be formed? Which sta�  members or 
teams should take the lead on speci� c actions? We 
address these questions and many more in a clear, 
sequential manner.  

Why is the RTI at Work™ 
model so e� ective?  
First and foremost, RTI at Work is built upon 
powerful, research-based practices. Second, 
many school improvement e� orts are made overly 
complicated or unnecessarily burdensome. We 
work very hard to make our recommendations 
simple, practical, and doable.

How does RTI at Work 
complement PLC at Work™? 
We � rmly believe that a school cannot build an 
e� ective system of interventions unless it is built 

upon the PLC at Work process. � e vision of RTI is 
for collaborative teams to work together to identify 
what’s most essential for students to learn, develop 
common assessments that measure learning, and 
provide targeted support for kids who need it. For 
any school committed to the PLC process, this book 
will help them answer the critical question: How will 
we respond when some students do not learn?

What will educators � nd 
most valuable in this resource?
� e speci� c step-by-step actions, tools, and 
coaching tips shared throughout the resource. Also, 
the entire RTI at Work process is covered from start 
to � nish—from core instruction and supplemental 
interventions to intensive intervention and behavior 
interventions—so educators can con� dently and 
e� ectively do the work. Our hope is for readers to 
understand the research, but most importantly, to 
be able to use their knowledge to take action.

ORDER YOUR COPIES TODAY
More information on page 4

FEATURED BOOK

QA&
EXPERT

Janet Malone, authorMike Mattos, authorAustin Buffum, author

by Austin Buffum, Mike Mattos, and Janet Malone
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Created by Austin Bu� um and Mike Mattos, the RTI at Work™ model builds on the 

foundation of the PLC at Work™ process by focusing on learning, collaboration, and 

results to increase student achievement.

Taking Action NEW

A Handbook for RTI at Work™

By Austin Buffum, Mike Mattos, and Janet Malone

Response to intervention (RTI) is the most effective 
process for ensuring students receive the time and 
support to learn at high levels. This comprehensive 
implementation guide covers every element 
required to build a successful RTI at Work™ 
program in schools. The authors share step-by-step 
actions for implementing the essential elements, 
the tools needed to support implementation, and 
tips for engaging and supporting educators. 

 • Consider why an achievement gap remains in 
21st century education and how response to 
intervention (RTI) can address that gap.

 • Review the revised RTI at Work™ pyramid and 
its three tiers. 

 • Understand how RTI at Work™ builds on the 
PLC at Work™ process. 

81BCA–BKF684 $37.95 USD | $47.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-942496-17-5

 Best Practices at Tier 1
Daily Differentiation for Effective Instruction 

By  Gayle Gregory,  Martha Kaufeldt, and  Mike Mattos

 It’s About Time 

Carve out effective intervention and extension 
time at all three tiers of the RTI pyramid. Explore 
more than a dozen examples of creative and 
� exible scheduling, and gain access to tools you 
can use immediately to overcome implementation 
challenges. These books are full of examples 
from real schools that have achieved these results 
without using additional resources or extending the 
school day.

 • Learn to build time into the school day to 
support students who need intervention.

 • Read accounts of school educators who 
have successfully implemented response to 
intervention practices.

 • Understand the challenges of creating 
intervention time, and gain tips to overcome 
them.

 • Access resources to support your school’s or 
district’s intervention policies.

Elementary Grades K–8; 304 pages

Edited by  Austin Buffum and  Mike Mattos

Foreword by Rebecca DuFour and Richard DuFour

 81BCA–BKF609  $37.95 USD | $47.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936763-03-0

Secondary Grades 6–12; 344 pages

Edited by  Mike Mattos and  Austin Buffum

Foreword by Richard DuFour
81BCA–BKF610  $37.95 USD | $47.50 CAD

ISBN 978-1-936763-05-4

Improve core instruction to ensure learning for all. 
Created for K–12 educators, this series provides 
proven response to intervention strategies to 
differentiate instruction, engage students, increase 
success, and avoid additional interventions. 
Discover how to identify essential power standards 
to include in Tier 1 instruction, create a brain-
friendly learning environment, shift instructional 
processes to support collaboration, and more.

 • Understand the power of RTI to enhance core 
instruction and provide timely, targeted, and 
systematic interventions for students in need. 

 • Gain effective strategies to differentiate 
learning, and understand the variety of ways 
students learn. 

 • Incorporate the four Cs—communication, 
collaboration, creativity, and critical 
thinking—into curriculum design.

Elementary Grades K–5; 248 pages 

81BCA–BKF650  $34.95 USD | $44.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936763-93-1

Secondary Grades 6–12; 248 pages

81BCA–BKF651  $34.95 USD | $44.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936763-95-5
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Resources & Digital Resources

Making Time at Tier 2
Creating a Supplemental Intervention 
Period in Secondary Schools

Featuring  Mike Mattos 

Bestseller Discover practical strategies to 
incorporate innovative Tier 2 intervention 
and enrichment periods into the school 
day. 49-minute DVD; 40-page Facilitator’s 
Guide (in print and on CD)

81BCA–DVF066  $174.95 USD | $219.00 CAD
UPC 811796010636

Simplifying Response to 
Intervention
Four Essential Guiding Principles

By  Austin Buffum,  Mike Mattos, 
and  Chris Weber

Bestseller Change how you think about 
RTI, and learn how to create an effective 
model that begins with quality instruction 
in every classroom. 232 pages

81BCA–BKF506  $36.95 USD | $46.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-935543-65-7

Foreword by Richard DuFour

Austin Buffum       Mike Mattos       Chris Weber

RTI, Professional Learning Communities, and 
How to Respond When Kids Don’t Learn

Pyramid Response to Intervention
RTI, Professional Learning 
Communities, and How to Respond 
When Kids Don’t Learn

By  Austin Buffum,  Mike Mattos, 
and  Chris Weber

Foreword by Richard DuFour

Bestseller Accessible language and 
compelling K–12 stories illustrate how 
RTI is most effective when built on the 
Professional Learning Communities at 
Work™ process. 248 pages

81BCA–BKF251  $29.95 USD | $37.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-934009-33-8

Uniting Academic and Behavior 
Interventions
Solving the Skill or Will Dilemma

By  Austin Buffum,  Mike Mattos,
Chris Weber, and  Tom Hierck

Explore a step-by-step process for 
determining, targeting, and observing 
academic and behavior interventions that 
ensure students’ long-term success. 
176 pages

81BCA–BKF595  $29.95 USD | $37.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936764-89-1

 On Solid Ground
How PLC Practices Create the Foundation 
for a Successful Intervention Program

Featuring  Mike Mattos

Bestseller In this breakout session, Mike 
shows how professional learning community 
practices provide the foundation for a 
successful intervention program and offers 
practical, effective strategies for beginning to 
build that foundation. 76-minute DVD with 
presentation; CD with presentation handouts 
and supporting resources

81BCA–DVF045  $195.00 USD | $244.00 CAD
UPC 811796010438

 Learning CPR
Creating Powerful Responses When 
Students Don’t Learn

Featuring  Austin Buffum

Bestseller Learn how to create a highly 
effective intervention program and gain 
practical, proven intervention ideas that are 
timely, targeted, and systematic. 70-minute 
DVD with presentation; CD with presentation 
handouts and supporting resources

81BCA–DVF035  $195.00 USD | $244.00 CAD
UPC 811796010315

A  Practical Look at 
Response to Intervention

Featuring  Mike Mattos

Bestseller Learn how response to intervention 
systems, combined with a professional 
learning community foundation, create a 
powerful system for achieving high levels of 
learning for all students. 78-minute DVD with 
presentation; CD with presentation handouts 
and supporting resources 

81BCA–DVF046  $195.00 USD | $244.00 CAD
UPC 811796010421

Tiers Without Tears
A Systematic Approach to Implementing 
RTI in PLC Schools

Featuring  Austin Buffum

Bestseller Dr. Buffum shows you how the big 
ideas of a PLC are foundationally important 
when implementing RTI. 61-minute DVD with 
presentation; CD with presentation handouts 
and supporting resources

81BCA–DVF036  $195.00 USD | $244.00 CAD
UPC 811796010322

Companion DVD resource 
available. Page 6.

Online Course available. 
Page 7.

Global PD Playlist 
available. Page 7.
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 Pyramid Response to Intervention
Four Essential Guiding Principles 

 Featuring  Austin Buffum,   Mike Mattos, and  Chris Weber 

6

Bestseller Shift to a culture of collective 
responsibility, and ensure a path of opportunity 
and success for your students. Focusing on the 
four Cs vital to student achievement, this powerful 
four-part program will help you collect targeted 
information on each student’s individual needs and 
guide you to build ef� cient team structures. Four 
20-minute DVDs; 88-page Facilitator’s Guide (in 
print and on CD)

 • Connect the ongoing processes of RTI within 
a PLC to improve teaching and ensure that all 
students learn at high levels. 

 • Harness the winning strategies of teachers 
and administrators from � ve schools that 
successfully implemented RTI to build team 
structures for collaboration.

81BCA–DVF057  $595.00 USD | $744.00 CAD
UPC 811796010575

 Timebomb NEW

The Cost of Dropping Out

By  Mike Mattos

 Targeting Behavior and Academic Interventions NEW

A Process to Diagnose and Coordinate Student Supports

By Mike Mattos and Austin Buffum

Bestseller Timebomb addresses the urgency of 
reducing dropout rates and preparing students 
for a better future. Ideal for team meetings and 
whole-school professional development, the 
video’s bold message will inspire and energize 
you and your team to provide the best education 
possible by collaborating at high levels and 
establishing quality systems of support. 
9-minute DVD

 • Gain a deeper understanding of how 
education uplifts every aspect of a person’s 
life, health, and well-being.

 • Empower teams to work collaboratively to 
respond to the needs of every student.   

 • Motivate staff to build quality systems of 
academic and behavioral interventions.

 • Understand how educating today’s students 
positively affects subsequent generations. 

81BCA–DVF074  $24.95 USD | $31.50 CAD
UPC 811796010728

Students at risk of not acquiring essential academic 
skills also often experience behavior problems 
that affect student success. But how can schools 
coordinate and combine their academic and 
behavioral interventions into a united system? In 
this unscripted video workshop from RTI at Work™ 
co-creators Austin Buffum and Mike Mattos, 
teacher teams address this dilemma using the 
Pro-Solve Process. At the heart of the process is a 
sequence of � ve questions that help determine the 
causes and potential student support solutions for 
those in need of behavioral interventions. 
DVD/CD/Facilitator’s Guide

 • High-quality footage demonstrating the 
Pro-Solve Process in real teacher team 
settings

 • In-depth exploration of the Pro-Solve Process 
and � ve guiding questions to effectively 
implement it step by step

 • A facilitator’s guide with tailored activities 
and strategies to reinforce participants’ 
knowledge

 • A CD with a digital facilitator’s guide for ease 
of use

81BCA–DVF072  $174.95 USD | $219.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-945349-19-5
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Early Elementary Focus
Graduate Credit

81BCA–OTK001  $286.00 USD

CEU
81BCA–OTK016  $173.00 USD
Special Price  $125.00 USD

Late Elementary Focus
Graduate Credit

81BCA–OTK002  $286.00 USD

CEU
81BCA–OTK018   $173.00 USD

Special Price  $125.00 USD

High School Focus
Graduate Credit

81BCA–OTK004  $286.00 USD

CEU
81BCA–OTK017  $173.00 USD
Special Price  $125.00 USD

 RTI at WorkTM series 
Online Courses

Presenters:  Mike Mattos,  Austin Buffum, and  Chris Weber

Implement a quality response to intervention program. In this series of self-paced courses, you’ll learn how 
to develop timely, targeted interventions at all three tiers of the RTI pyramid for grades K–12.

Middle School Focus
Graduate Credit

81BCA–OTK003  $286.00 USD

CEU
81BCA–OTK019  $173.00 USD
Special Price  $125.00 USD

Grades K–12
Graduate Credit

81BCA–OTK010  $286.00 USD

CEU
81BCA–OTK022  $173.00 USD
Special Price  $125.00 USD

CHAPTER 1: A New Way of Thinking

CHAPTER 2: Collective Responsibility: Why Are We Here?  

CHAPTER 3: Building Structures for Collaboration

CHAPTER 4: Concentrated Instruction: Where Do We Need to Go? 

CHAPTER 5: Convergent Assessment: Where Are We Now?

CHAPTER 6: Creating a System of Interventions

CHAPTER 7: Certain Access: How Do We Get Every Child There?

Strengthen interventions with 
this award-winning digital tool

Video Library 
Access videos, books, study guides, and 
worksheets to support your collaborative 
culture and continuous improvement.

Team Tools 
Use online team tools to answer the four 
critical questions of a PLC.

Live Online Coaching
Arrange live online coaching sessions 
with PLC-certi� ed experts, using the 
scheduling calendar.

Learning targets

Student-friendly
learning targets

Exclusive Videos from Your Favorite RTI Experts Simplifying Response to Intervention Playlist

 Digital Resources

CLAIM YOUR FREE TRIAL   |   SolutionTree.com/GlobalPD
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 Implementing RTI With 
English Learners

By  Douglas Fisher,  Nancy Frey, 
and  Carol Rothenberg

Learn why RTI is the ideal framework 
for supporting English learners. Follow 
the application and effectiveness of RTI 
through classroom examples and the 
stories of four representative students of 
varying ages, nationalities, and language 
pro� ciency levels. 160 pages

81BCA–BKF397  $29.95 USD | $37.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-935249-97-9

201
1 WINNER

IN

NOVATION AWARD

aep

 40 Reading Intervention Strategies 
for K–6 Students
Research-Based Support for RTI

By  Elaine K. McEwan-Adkins

Bestseller This well-rounded collection of 
reading intervention strategies, teacher-
friendly lesson plans, and adaptable 
miniroutines will support and inform your 
RTI efforts. Many of the strategies motivate 
all students as well as scaffold struggling 
readers. Increase effectiveness by using the 
interventions across grade-level teams or 
schoolwide. 352 pages

81BCA–BKF270 $37.95 USD | $47.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-934009-50-5

 RTI in Math
Practical Guidelines for 
Elementary Teachers

By  William N. Bender 
and  Darlene Crane

Explore common student dif� culties in 
math, and see a three-tier RTI model in 
action. The authors provide an overview 
of research, detailed guidance through 
each stage of implementation, tools for 
re� ection and growth, and discussion of 
support strategies beyond the classroom. 
216 pages; grades K–5 

81BCA–BKF279  $34.95 USD | $44.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-934009-54-3

 Beyond the RTI Pyramid
Solutions for the First Years of 
Implementation

By  William N. Bender

This book helps schools deepen the RTI 
experience by extending the processes 
beyond initial implementation. Examples 
from real schools show how to apply RTI in 
reading, math, and behavior at elementary 
and secondary schools. 232 pages

81BCA–BKF280  $34.95 USD | $44.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-934009-12-3

 Understanding Response 
to Intervention
A Practical Guide to Systemic 
Implementation

By  Robert Howell,  Sandra Patton, 
and  Margaret Deiotte

Whether you want a basic understanding 
of RTI or desire thorough knowledge for 
district-level implementation, you need 
this book. Understand the nuts and bolts 
of RTI. Follow clear examples of effective 
practices that include systems and 
checklists to assess your RTI progress. 
224 pages

81BCA–BKF253  $29.95 USD | $37.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-934009-34-5

 Closing the RTI Gap
Why Poverty and Culture Count

By  Donna Walker Tileston

Get a clear understanding of poverty 
and culture, and learn how RTI can close 
achievement gaps related to these issues. 
Learn how you can achieve successful 
implementation in your school. Examine 
common pitfalls to avoid in the process. 
168 pages

81BCA–BKF330  $24.95 USD | $31.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-935249-38-2

Joint  publication with the National Association 
of Elementary School Principals

More resources to strengthen your RTI practices
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Resources

 Strategies for Mathematics 
Instruction and Intervention
Prepare students to move forward in 
mathematics learning and ensure their 
continued growth in critical thinking and 
problem solving.

K–5; 176 pages

By  Chris Weber and  Darlene Crane

81BCA–BKF620  $29.95 USD | $37.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936763-31-3

6–8; 176 pages

By  Chris Weber,  Darlene Crane, 
and  Tom Hierck

81BCA–BKF621  $29.95 USD | $37.50 CAD

ISBN 978-1-936763-33-7

 RTI in the Early Grades
Intervention Strategies for 
Mathematics, Literacy, Behavior 
& Fine-Motor Challenges

By  Chris Weber

Explore why intervention and support for 
struggling students in the early grades are 
essential to student success. Teachers and 
support personnel will discover how to 
implement RTI-based supports in the early 
grades and learn what this looks like. 
208 pages; grades K–3

81BCA–BKF572  $34.95 USD | $44.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936764-04-4

 RTI in Middle and High Schools

By  William N. Bender

This targeted resource discusses the 
innovations of RTI, differentiated 
instruction, and instructional technologies 
speci� cally for middle and high schools. 
Based on numerous real-world case 
studies, this book explores solutions for the 
complex challenges the RTI implementation 
process brings. 248 pages; grades 6–12

81BCA–BKF271  $34.95 USD | $44.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-934009-51-2

 How RTI Works in Secondary 
Schools
Building a Framework for Success

By  Holly Windram,  Kerry Bollman, 
and  Sara Johnson

After addressing the unique response to 
intervention challenges faced by those 
working in a secondary school, the authors 
outline three imperative components of a 
successful RTI program and then provide 
action steps and examples illustrating how 
to incorporate each within the different RTI 
tiers. 240 pages; grades 6–12

81BCA–BKF459  $34.95 USD | $44.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-935542-87-2

 Using Formative Assessment 
in the RTI Framework

By  Kay Burke and  Eileen Depka

Understand the basics of RTI and its 
connection to formative assessment, and 
adjust instruction to increase levels of 
student understanding and achievement 
with the information, tools, and techniques 
presented in this practical guide. 144 pages

81BCA–BKF369  $29.95 USD | $37.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-935249-74-0

 RTI & Differentiated Reading 
in the K–8 Classroom

By  William N. Bender and  Laura Waller

Transition from traditional whole-group 
reading instruction to the 21st century 
classroom using three innovations that 
dramatically improve elementary reading 
instruction: RTI, differentiated instruction, 
and technology. 208 pages

81BCA–BKF363  $34.95 USD | $44.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-935249-68-9
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The  RTI Toolkit NEW

Whether you’re just beginning to build a system of intervention or 
working to � ne-tune your existing practices, this collection of resources 
guarantees to extend your knowledge even further. Curated by proven 
RTI experts, the kit includes eleven books and four DVD sets that will 
help you create dynamic professional development for staff and ensure 
learning for all for years to come. 

81BCA–KTF133  $1,400.00 USD
TOOLKIT PRICE $1,186.00 USD

This product is only available to ship within the US. 

15% off regular retail price of these resources when you buy them as a toolkit. 
You save $214! Extend the bene� ts of your toolkit with 40 seats to 

the Global PD video and book library.

Call 800.733.6786 to learn more.

 Navigating the Core Curriculum
RTI Stategies to Support Every Learner 

By  Toby J. Karten

In this practical guide, the author 
identi� es potential barriers to learning and 
establishes action plans for diminishing 
them. You’ll develop a deep understanding 
of the three tiers of RTI and gain access to 
example lesson plans tailored to diverse 
student skill sets. 192 pages

81BCA–BKF761 $34.95 USD | $44.00 CAD
ISBN 978-1-943874-61-3

 Developing Effective Learners 
RTI Strategies for Student Success

By  Toby J. Karten

Proactively address your students’ diverse 
needs, using multitiered systems of 
support and response to intervention (RTI). 
Throughout the book, readers are supplied 
with tiered lessons, practical resources, 
instructional and staff scenarios, student 
vignettes, and responsive evidence-based 
interventions. 120 pages 

81BCA–BKF762 $24.95 USD | $31.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-943874-65-1

 Pyramid of Behavior Interventions
Seven Keys to a Positive Learning 
Environment

By  Tom Hierck,  Charlie Coleman, 
and  Chris Weber

Students thrive when educators hold 
high expectations for behavior as well as 
academics. This book shows how to use a 
three-tiered pyramid of behavior supports 
to create a school culture and classroom 
climates in which learning is primed to 
occur. 132 pages

81BCA–BKF532  $29.95 USD | $37.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-936765-06-5

Seven Keys to a Positive Learning 
Environment in Your Classroom

By  Tom Hierck

Creating a positive classroom learning 
environment is a complex but necessary 
task. By following the seven keys the author 
outlines, teachers can establish clearer 
expectations, enhance instruction and 
assessment practices, and foster quality 
relationships with students, maximizing the 
potential of all students. 144 pages

81BCA–BKF721 $29.95 USD | $37.50 CAD
ISBN 978-1-942496-96-0

C O M PA N I O N  R E S O U R C E S

NEW NEW
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What inspires or drives your work?
My inspiration stems from administrators and 
educators who allow me to match their sta�  and 
student realities with responsive interventions. 
As an RTI and inclusion consultant and coach, I 
assist both general and special education sta�  to 
collaboratively inspire each student to succeed. My 
passion is to spread the word and help educators 
and students soar to new heights. 

What challenges will Developing 
E� ective Learners help educators 
overcome?
Educators today face many challenges that include 
instructing students with diverse needs and meeting 
high benchmarks for student achievement, all while 
keeping students engaged and learning at di� erent 
levels within one classroom. Developing E� ective 
Learners helps educators focus on how RTI’s 
multitiered approach for literacy, mathematics, and 
social, emotional, and behavioral skills can help 
all students achieve mastery.  � e book highlights 
organization, valid instruction, and the steps 
administrators, teachers, and support sta�  can take 
to lead learners from their baseline skills to high 
achievement through the responsive tiers.   

What will educators � nd most valuable 
in Navigating the Core Curriculum?
Navigating the Core Curriculum o� ers interventions, 
instructional coaching strategies, and curriculum 
lessons to help learners gain core knowledge with 
meaning attached to classroom practice and life 
applications. � e goal of this book is to replace 

anxieties and apprehensions with RTI planning, 
knowledge, step-by-step procedures, resources, and 
collaboration.  Despite the obstacles educators may 
encounter in their classroom journeys, there are 
e� ective ways to navigate the curriculum that do not 
frustrate educators or their students.

What professional development do you 
o� er to support these books? 
My professional development o� erings include 
one-day, two-day, and ongoing sessions that are 
designed to help teachers create supportive and 
inclusive classroom lessons that proactively address 
diverse learning needs.  � is includes step-by-step 
ways to apply evidence-based practices that match 
the characteristics of students across the disciplines 
and grade levels from PreK–12 with multitiered 
responsive interventions. Administrators, teachers, 
and support sta�  are o� ered customized and 
interactive professional development sessions that 
value their school, classroom, individual learners, 
and collaborative voices.

by Toby J. Karten

ORDER YOUR COPIES TODAY
More information on the opposite page

FEATURED BOOKS

Toby J. Karten, author
QA&

EXPERT
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CHALLENGE
Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts (GHAA) opened its doors in 2012. In its � rst year of operation, nearly all 
of the school’s staff were brand-new teachers. They were immediately tested in the � rst month when almost 80 
percent of students scored below pro� cient on the district’s � rst common assessment. The school knew they needed 
to take immediate action.

IMPLEMENTATION
The staff of GHAA started building a professional learning community, relying on dozens of Solution Tree books to 
guide them on their journey. During the team’s � rst professional development session, they used reproducibles from 
Learning by Doing by Richard DuFour, Rebecca DuFour, Robert Eaker, Thomas W. Many, and Mike Mattos to build 
shared knowledge and begin creating their own vision, mission, and collective commitments.  

“In the last � ve years, we have used a variety of resources from Solution Tree to help improve our school,” said 
Principal Bo Ryan. “During this time, we did not have the money to attend a professional development event or to 
have a consultant visit our school.  I just bought the books, read everything possible, and shared the information 
with my instructional coach and assistant principal. We discussed the content and created a plan for school 
improvement.”

The leadership team worked to embed professional learning into the school day, with every meeting focusing on 
student learning. Teachers were given 80 minutes of planning time daily and were provided numerous collaborative 
learning opportunities: professional learning walks, peer visits, prior-to-unit planning, end-of-unit analysis, 
collaborative planning, coaching with specialists, early-intervention meetings, and student-support meetings. The 
school also set aside four hours of professional development time monthly. 

DEMOGRAPHICS
• 320 Students

• 59% Free and reduced lunch

• 3% Limited English pro� cient

• 18% Special education

Operated by the Capitol Region Education Council (CREC), Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts is an interdistrict magnet 
school program serving students from Hartford and nearly 60 surrounding suburban districts.

Evidence of Effectiveness  |  Book Study Programs
Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts Middle School, Connecticut

• 40% Hispanic

• 29% African American

• 28% Caucasian

• 3% Multiracial 

To see the complete book study list visit
SolutionTree.com/GHAA

GHAA principal Bo Ryan, literacy coach 
Sarah Henry, and assistant principal Brendan 
Hines read and discussed more than 50 Solution 
Tree books that were used for learning, sharing, 
creating, and research.

BOOKS STUDIED
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The sharing of professional resources and knowledge allows our staff 
to learn as a uni� ed group with consistent language, expectations, 
and practices, and collaboratively created protocols. Our staff believes 
strongly in ongoing professional learning, researching best practices and 
resources to improve instructional methods.”

—Sarah Henry, literacy coach

RESULTS
GHAA became a true professional learning community with a relentless focus on helping all students achieve at high 
levels. After the initial common formative assessment (CFA) in September 2012, GHAA administered two additional 
CFAs in December 2012 and in February 2013, with incredible results. 

In 2014, the school was identi� ed as “Progressing” by the Connecticut State Department of Education. A Progressing 
school is one that has shown signi� cant progress toward closing the achievement gap and improving overall student 
performance. GHAA also earned national recognition as a model PLC on AllThingsPLC.info.

First year of PLC at Work™ implementation

ASSESSMENT CREC CFA #1
September 2012

CREC CFA #3
February 2013

Reading 20%
at or above pro� cient

72%
at or above pro� cient

Math 42%
at or above pro� cient

68%
at or above pro� cient

Writing 56%
at or above pro� cient

80%
at or above pro� cient

Avg. Percentage of Growth Target Achieved STATE CREC GHAA

ELA–All Students 63.8% 61.4% 63.3%

ELA–High-Needs Students 58.3% 58.6% 64.4%

Math–All Students 65% 58.4% 61.2%

Math–High-Needs Students 57.4% 54.1% 60.7%

2015–2016
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SEE THE PLAYLISTS IN ACTION—Claim your free 30-day trial
SolutionTree.com/GlobalPDLibrary

The video playlists featured in the Global PD library will help you create a continuum 
of learning, whatever your skill level and availability. 

The Power to Improve 
Is in Your Hands

The GLOBAL PD library gives you focused, goal-oriented training from your favorite 
experts, helping you to sustain learning throughout the year. Personalize your training 
with curated video playlists that pair with some of our best-selling titles, including:
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BILL TO (if different)

Name ________________________________________________

Position ______________________________________________

Organization _________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________

City/State/ZIP _________________________________________

Daytime Phone _______________________________________

Fax __________________________________________________

Email (required)  ______________________________________

For event registration, visit SolutionTree.com/Register or call 800.733.6786.

SolutionTree.com

SHIP TO   US   International

Name ________________________________________________

Position ______________________________________________

Organization _________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________

City/State/ZIP _________________________________________

Daytime Phone _______________________________________

Fax __________________________________________________

Email (required)  ______________________________________

METHOD OF PAYMENT
 Check enclosed (Payable to Solution Tree)

 Purchase Order enclosed (See Terms of Payment)

 Visa  MasterCard  Discover  American Express

Card Number __________________________________________________   Expiration Date  _____________________________

Cardholder Name _____________________________________________________________________________________________

Cardholder Signature  _________________________________________________________________________________________

Source code 

Item Number Title Price Qty. Total Price

SUBTOTAL

$2 per item within the continental US 
$1 for each additional unit over 100   

$5 per item outside the continental US 
 

Please note that kits may count as multiple 
pieces when calculating shipping costs.  

 
For costs of kits and rush orders, call 

800.733.6786 for pricing.

SHIPPING 
(required)

$4 within the continental US
$30 outside the continental US

HANDLING  
(required)

State, provincial, and local taxes may apply. 
Please see list below.  

Include tax-exempt form if applicable. 
TAX

GRAND 
TOTAL $

TERMS OF PAYMENT 
Purchase Orders: Purchase orders must note payment 
terms of net 30 days from the date of invoice and include 
shipping and handling costs.   

Returns/Refunds: A return authorization number must 
be obtained prior to any return. Call 800.733.6786 for 
return authorization. Returns without an authorization 
number will be denied and returned at the sender’s 
expense. Refunds must be requested in writing. 
Customers will not be issued a refund if they have an 
unpaid balance. Solution Tree reserves the right to refuse 
any shipment. Solution Tree will not be responsible for 
resources lost or damaged in transit.  

Discounts: Quantity discounts are available on Solution 
Tree and Marzano Research titles. Call 800.733.6786. 
Multiple discounts do not apply.

International Orders: Customs charges due upon receipt 
(if applicable).  All titles may not be available to ship to 
your country. Please contact us to confirm.

TERMS OF SALE
All prices, offers, and terms are subject to change 
without notice. Closed-circuit television rights and 
public broadcast via media such as television and cable 
television are subject to additional approval and fees. 
Please call 800.733.6786 to inquire. 

Taxes 
All purchases made with a personal credit card are 
subject to applicable taxes. 

In the United States: 
AL, AR, AZ, CA, CO, CT, DE, FL, GA, IA, IL, IN, KY, LA, MA, 
MD, MI, MN, MO, NC, NE, NJ, NM, NV, NY, OH, OK, OR, PA,  
SC, TN, TX, UT, VA, WA, WI, and  WV

We take purchase orders online

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEE

If for any reason you are not completely satisfied with any 
Solution Tree product, you may return the resource (in 
undamaged and saleable condition) within 30 days of the 
invoice for a full refund or credit, less shipping and handling. 

Buy 10 or more of the same title and save!
10–49 copies  10%  |  50–99 copies  20%  |  100+ copies  30%

Prices are subject to change.

ST010318

PHONE 
800.733.6786

FAX
866.390.4161

EMAIL
Orders@SolutionTree.com

ONLINE
SolutionTree.com

MAIL
Solution Tree
555 North Morton Street
Bloomington, IN 47404

5 Ways to Order Create a new account and order online.
Save 20%

Source code

81BC A

81BCA-

81BCA-

81BCA-



Taking Action is about doing the 

right work. Ensure students receive 

the time and support needed 

to learn at high levels. In this 

comprehensive resource, authors 

Austin Buffum, Mike Mattos, and 

Janet Malone cover every element 

of what it takes to build a successful 

RTI process.
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LEARN MORE INSIDE

Your ultimate 
guide for creating 
a results-driven 
RTI process
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